
A Unique Stamp – discovered 68 years after issue! 

Background
During the Chinese Civil War, 1927-1949, communist forces often issued
their own postage stamps in the areas that they controlled, called the
Liberated Areas. The standard catalogue is Yang’s Postage Stamp
Catalogue of The People’s Republic of China (Liberated Areas).

The Sunan (South Jiangsu) Surcharge Issue
On April 24th 1949 the major South Jiangsu city of Wuxi was taken by
communist forces and very soon after the Sunan Post and Telegraph
Administration was established there. 

On 1st May 1949 the administration issued a set of 6 postage stamps with
different values surcharged on postage (train design) and remittance
(airplane design)
stamps, both
previously issued in
the Suwan (Jiangsu-
Anhui) Border Area in
1946. The horizontal
row of text at the
bottom of the
surcharge reads from
right to left, China 

Liberated Area, 區放
解中華. The values
were denominated in
the newly introduced
Renminbi (People's
Currency). The
Chinese 人民幣,
Renminbi, can be
seen printed vertically
in the centre of the
surcharge. Listed as
Yang EC351-356.

On the original remittance stamps, shown in the lower row of three, the Chinese value is printed in 
the bottom and top right corners of the original stamp. The $8 surcharge was issued on both the $1 
and $2 blue remittance stamps, the first two in the lower row. However, the the $10 red surcharge 
(lower right) has only been found on the $1 blue remittance stamp. Until this discovery in 2017.

Pictured in Figure 1, above, is the stamp I found with the $10 surcharge, as Yang EC356, but printed 
on the $2 remittance stamp instead of the $1 stamp. It is unlisted in any catalogue and no other 
copies are known at present. Mr. Poon of Experts & Consultants Ltd, has issued a certificate 
confirming this to be genuine, in his opinion.

How was the error produced? Presumably a sheet of the $2 blue revenues was mixed up in the 
sheets of $1 blue stamps during the surcharge printing. That means there may exist other copies.

The strange and messy cancel has an interesting exlanation. I am told that, when faced with large 
amounts of mail, postal workers sometimes quickly cancelled stamps by rolling a dotted circle date 
stamp at an angle, giving the 'cog wheel' effect, seen on this stamp. 

I hope that one day you will find a second copy of this stamp! Or something equally interesting.

Figure 1: Yang EC356 
variety, $10 red on $2 blue

Figure 2: Yang EC351-356, Sunan LA surcharges on postage and revenue stamps


